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These are the days
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Superlatives

Most Likely to
become a famous model in Puerto Rico...Jenna Pauletti
be found arguing in a Puert Rican ghetto...Natalie Van Eron
get less action than his friend from home...Keith Macksoud
molest a member of the Sangrila or Big Pole...John Gatchalian
hook up with the Laughing Cow...Annie Mulvaney
lead a crusade for the Equal Opportunity Rights...Kim Herrschaft
be serenaded on her birthday....Katie Capuzzi
buy stock in Vanilla Bean Lotion...Chrissy Bellomo
be a frequent flyer...Stephanie Brambilla
bring home a man in red wind pants....Jenna Pauletti
invent a secret handshake...Katie Capuzzi
speak jibberish after 2AM...Natalie Van Eron
end up a spokeswoman for Nurse's Rights...Katherine Russo
start a welcoming committee...Kim Herrschaft
sing "Desperado" at the end of a night...Ryan Connolly
be seen in a vest...Ryan Connelly
marry a rock star...Kim Herrschaft
see a "Mirage"...Annie Mulvaney
break "hearts"...Keith Macksoud
stop and smell the "Roses"...Keith Macksoud
be seen with an employee of Southport Brewery...Kim Herrschaft &
Brook Jackson
be the next Jane Fonda...Jenne Pauletti
deny spending the night at the Shangrila...Ryan Guillfoy
be a professional sexy dancer...Kim Herrschaft
slip, fall, and ruin her senior year...Kim Herrschaft
start a Ricky Valenz fan club...Kim Herrschaft
get arrested for letting a 9 year old drin k in the house...Loudhouse
get Big Dee...Chris Cusson
get laid...Chris Cusson
marry Jo-Jo...Ryan Baikal
ever be a good friend...Annie Mulvaney
be loved forever...Katie Capuzzi
get arrested for molestation...Pete Rider & John Medvic
"wax on, wax off on your butt...Tarzan
end up in jail for fraud...Tanya
kick her husband out of bed because there is not enough room for her beanie
babies...Carolyn
be mistaken for Monica Lewinsky.. Julie
become an exotic dancer...Eilleen Sladek & Kerry Harrison
marry a Kerry...Pat
hide toilet paper... Kristen
walk down the aisle in sweat pants...Jen Roche
"Baby got front"...Christine
move her pelvis just like Elvis...Kerry
spew stew...Eilleerr
see the most pointy penises...Julie
run in a topless marathon...Julie & Eilleen
receive a really strong drink at the Grape...Katie H.
be stuck in a keg bucket...Kerry
be in need of a new pair of corduroys...Brain Walker
do a Superman imitation...Mary
have the most stylish freshman year hairdo...Christine
be asked to "just give me the norm"...Jenn Kare
act like a grandmother at 30...Katie
create a freon scare...Sara Monro
be future President of the Michael Jackson fan club...Christine
watch TV in an uncomfortable position...Sylvia
drive each other insane over an economics problem...Scott, Rob, Brian, and
Julie
believe the party doesn't start without them...TH124
be future president for the hair club for men...Frank
need hygiene lessons...Dave
get Herpes of the mouth...Andy Larned
hook up with a tennis player from Franklin's Tower...Matt Keating
win 18 games in a row of Beirut with his father...Ryan Connolly
make late night runs to the Zoo...Matt Brady
be the toughest kid on campus...Mike Schwartz
be asked, "Didn't you guys just eat?"...Gregg Jurkiewicz & Ryab Connolly
not go out the last night of Spring Break...Craig Lennon
hook up with the elephant girL.Jared DeCore
be pinned to the side of the Bunny...Jared Decore
turn off the heat in 0 degree weather...Rod Farinan
hide beer around the house...Ryan Connolly
drink beer to help him fall asleep...Ryan Connolly
get smokers cough at age 25...Bob Werzel
be seen at the Guy's Dup...Joe Hooks
be seen at TH134...Joe Hooks
forge every class sign-up sheet...Bob Werzel
make the Century Club...Andy Larned
be God...Andy Larned
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We know how to dress...
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Don't cry because it's over.
Smile because it happened
Christine Hamel
Editor-in-Chief Emeritus
How can I sum up four years at
Fairfield in only one page of
the Mirror? I can't and instead
of writing about little events, I am going to
write on how I feel about one of the most
significant events in the past four years, the
Mirror.
I want my last Mirror article to
show all of you how important the Mirror
is to me. Sitting here writing this, I can't
say exactly how I feel. I am mixed with
sadness and joy. Sadness since it's over
and joy since there is a new path to embark
on.
Since second semester of my
freshman year, I have been an editor on the
Mirror staff. I have seen both the best of
times and unfortunately, the worst of times.
It takes a lot of hours, patience, dedication,
and diligence to come put with an issue of
the Mirror. We just don't fill pages, we
inform and educate the entire Fairfield
University community. We are a dedicated staff of about twenty two with some
staff writers. The Mirror is an addition to
our classes, jobs, internships, etc. This
truly has been an interesting experience
that I will never forget. Through it all, I

wouldn't change a thing.
There are some people who need
to be thanked for their love and support
through it all. First, my parents for believing in me when I didn't and guiding me
down the path of life when I was lost.
Thank you for listening to me when I
ranted and raved and for telling me that
everything will work out when that was the

moments and all the luck with your four
years at Fairfield. Enjoy yourself-1 leave
you my old room in Dolan! My little
sister, Diane, may all your dreams come
true. I hope that you pick a school that
makes you as happy as I am at Fairfield.
My dear housemates, Amy and
Stacey, can you believe this is it? I can
only say that it has definitely been full of

Vacationing in Walt Disney World with my family, this is our favorite place.
only thing I wanted to hear. Tricia, my
little sister, I wish you all the happiest

Amy, Stacey, and I - the residents of TH88!

Chris and I smiling for the camera!

Surviving two years in Gonzaga and a year in Dolan, Nichole and I made it!

surprises. Who would ever have thought
that things would have turned out like

this when we used to eat in Dolan?
Thank you for listening, supporting,
and dealing with living in the Mirror's
townhouse location. I hope that our
yearly reunions will provide the funniest happenings yet.
Chris, Carl, Adriana, Kinney,
Frank, April, Matt, Jenn, Carrie,
Nichole, Kris, Sean, Lisa, and Nadia never forget the past four years and all
the great times. Keep in touch always!
To the Mirror '97-'98 staff thank you for all the wonderful Mirror
moments and memories. Maura, Jodi,
Jessica, Joe, Kristen, and Rick -. can you
believe that we finished the entire year
without that many problems. I wish you
all the luck in achieving your goals.
You all deserve the very best!
Theresa and the rest of next
year's staff- good luck and remember
to stand up for what you believe in, that
is what counts.
A special thanks to Professor
Rierden for all your support and advice
over the past four years. Your belief in
me and the rest of the Mirror staff
helped so much this year!
Best of luck to the class of
1998 and may we all meet again real
soon!

Kristen and I enjoying ourselves at 198!

Lisa and I catching up on old times!

Carl and Kris are ready for anything!

Maura Parsons
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How do I begin to say goodbye?
Maura Parsons
News Editor Emeritus
The senior issue of the Mirror marks the beginning of a series of
transitions that will take place for the
entire senior class over the next few
months. In seventeen short days, we will
walk away from the university clutching not only our degrees but four years
of unforgettable memories. We will be
leaving our friends, mentors, and the
familiarities ofthis campus for the somewhat mysterious"real world" that awaits
us.
It is utterly impossible to capture my entire four-year Fairfield experience in a few mere paragraphs. I have
opted instead to devote my final words
to an integral part of my Fairfield experience: the Mirror...
A wise man once said that if you
can find something that sometimes brings
you joy, sometimes causes you to be on
the brink of tears, sometimes makes you
question everything that you stand for, but
ultimately provides you with fulfillment;
then you are fortunate because you have
found something that you are truly passionate about.
As I sat with my pen and paper
reflecting upon my experience with the
Mirror and what exactly I wanted to con-

vey.in my final piece, these powerful words
came to mind. I realized that the seemingly endless hours that I devoted to the
Mirror ultimately added something to my
college experience that was previously
lacking: passion.
It is a passion and commitment
that I believe also is shared by all of the
other editors. We, for varying reasons,
opted to devote an enormous chunk of our
free time each week to the Mirror.
Only we can understand the immense labor as well as the tremendous
peaks and troughs that are inherent to the
newspaper process.
We've survived the crashing
computers, pressured deadlines, the missing articles, and countless other unforeseeable problems that made our jobs all
the more trying. We made mistakes and
endured criticism for our flaws. Yet, it was
our drive and passion that ultimately
brought us back to the office each week
amidst the pressure.
Although my tenure as News
Editor has come to a sudden end, I will
leave the university gates in a few weeks
with invaluable experience and a passion
that will hopefully prove to guide me
through life. I wish the same for my fellow graduating editors as well as the rest
of the members ofthe class of 1998. Good
luck!

Claudia, Martha, and I in Malibu, C.A.

Becki and I before Dogwoods 1995

Freshmen year flashback: the Dolan West ladies

Danielle, Nadia, and me at 198 nights.

Martha and I at the MGM Grand in Las Vegas

Martha, Christine, Becki, and Nadia at Nadia's surprise party 1996
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Most Likely to
to consume an entire can of Redi-Whip in one sitting...Sara Vose
to faint on her wedding night...Blakleigh Lavin
to become a human beat box...Geoff "Vino"Trivino
to be diagnosed with a tape worm...Kristen Sullivan
to commit vehicular homicide...Maggie Davis
to have B.O right after he gets out of the shower...Brian walker
to have PMS... Scott Middlemiss
to kill all the beach people and not shed a tear...Rob Varley
to be mistaken for a third grader...Erin Provencher
to become a dermatologist...Kevin Roy
to be bar hags...Pier 7
to live in a "little bubble at the beach"...Maria Trunzo
to have the voice of Sylvester Stallone...Maria Trunzo
to take over what Ted Kascinsky started...Tom Schoek
to foil the evil Tom Schoek, while disguised as the cockroach kid...Keith Weiser
to become a stalker...Steve Kriso
to keep his hand in his pocket, you know...Sean Johnson
to open fire at graduation...Rob Varley
to battle Wu Tang Clan for hard core rap supremacy of Staten
Island...Blakleigh Lavin
to pick through the Mirror trash... Kristen Sullivan
to have his wedding catered by sodexho...Vino
to have an affair with Ann...Paul "Uncle Bill" Harrington
to be brought up on sexual harrassment charges...Paul Harrington
to be late to his own funeral...Geoff Trivino
to be the next 'Rosie'...Kristen Sullivan
to open his own massage parlor...Kinney Mercado
to eat chick parm on a bed o'lettucc.Frano McCabe
to have his own line of seductive sleep wear... Jim O'Connor
to measure their coolness by the amount of vomit they spew...the guys dup
to find direction from something dangling from his belt...Matt Grimes
to move to Las Vegas and become an Elvis Impersonator by day, exotic
dancer by night.. Joe Fattorini
to ride shotgun in a canoe with Busta Rymes...Jim O' Connor
to think Green acres is the place to be.. Jessica Graham
to star in "Victor-Victoria"...Chris Grindle
to have her breasts mistaken for a shelf.. Jodi Gooden
to be arrested under suspicion of a cocaine habit...Brian Kelly
to live vicariously through Seinfeld episodes...Carrie Manuel
to get caught in an FU Security sting operation...Ryan Murphy
to blast Lionel Richie and Def Leppard...Antonio Maura
to have splinters in her ass...Lisa Moriarity
to have his name mistaken for a Chinese restaurant...Hong Peng
to show up to work baked...Todd Chiaramida
to play cool beer games with soot...Nell Bateman
to be crowned King of the Cow...Gatch
to have daddy do everything...Noelle Inguagiato
to think he's saying something intelligent but only reveal ignorance...Mark Salerno
to open up a can of whoop-ass...Greg Corliss
to resemble Skip...Cip
to lose a finger during a fireworks display...Chris Cipriano
to befriend Pooh...Matt Pitucco
to wear sunglasses as a headband..Jessica Napp
to lose his looks, realize that's all he had, and commit suicide...Matt Brady
to be fired for drinking a wine cooler...Geoff Trivino
to dye his hair green.. Joe Fattorini
to star in the Karate Kid 2000...Lucien Parillo
to
to
to
to
to

buy the bedazzler...Martine Gunderson
lust after a sophomore hot body...Sharon LaFlamme
have a Napolean complex...Frank Natale
graduate wearing a kimono...Kinney Mercado
have a tab at the Zebra.. Joe Fattorini

to have the giggles...Danielle Gillis
to say "what's goin'on".. Jessica Dionne
to ask Rob Varley to grind...Sam Khamvongsa
to never have it any better than their pitiful existence at FU..."Beach People"
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I can't believe it's over. Where have the last
four years gone? I don't know. But if I could
get them back, I would. These were some of
the greatest years of my life. When I look back
on my years at Fairfield, I doubt that I'll remember what I learned in my accounting
class, or what I wrote my English papers on.
What I'll remember is the late night chats
over hot cocoa, the warm hugs from your best
friend after crying on her shoulder, the loves
lost and the loves found. I'll remember taking road trips and singing along to the radio
with the windows rolled down, watching the
sun set over the water and taking midnight
strolls on the beach underneath the light of a
full moon. I'll remember the wonderful
friend's I've made, and how much they mean
to me and always will. And I'll remember how
I feel right now, writing my final farewell, and
how much I'm going to miss everyone who
has played a role in my life for the last four
years. I'm going to miss driving over to a
friend's house at one in the morning for those
chats over cocoa, and those midnight strolls
on the beach. But I realize we must move on.
The memories I have I will hold close to my
heart forever. And if I've learned anything
at all at Fairfield, it's this: in our quest for
happiness and success, never forget about
life's simple pleasures. They are the one's that
will always make you smile. And in the end,
that's all there is. Simple pleasures.
Love, Jodi

The Fairfield Mirror
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A Picture is Worth a Thousand
Words
Jessica Martinesi
Assistant Campus Life Editor Emeritus
If there is one way to capture
the emotion of a moment, it's through
pictures. Pictures are tangible memories
- little slices of life that make you smile,
cry, or reminisce. Although I am ready
to move on to the next stage of my life,
I will always look back at the faces and
the events with fondness. Each picture
is an instant reminder of a moment in
time, a birthday, an award ceremony, a
trip, or a gathering of friends. Each is a
defining moment in my life that I have
shared with the people that I love including my parents, friends, and boyfriend. Fairfield would not have been a
reality without their endless encouragement.
While at Fairfield, I have been
lucky enough to work under the guidance of two mentors, Dr. Kim

Bridgford, in the English department, and
Carolyn Rusiackas, in Campus Ministry.
Both have served as sources of inspiration but in different areas in my life.
Throughout my four years, Dr. Bridgford
has provided with me endless opportunities and experiences that will stay with me
for the rest of my life. From her I have
acquired an enthusiasm and passion for
writing and literature. While English is a
major part of my life, so is the development of my faith. Campus Ministry was
the first group I joined at Fairfield with
Carolyn being the advisor for lectors.
From day one, Carolyn has been a friend
and advisor. Both have inspired me and
given me the means to be successful.
I look forward to the changes
ahead not with regret for the things that I
leave behind at Fairfield; rather, with anticipation for all of my future memories
that I will create and all of the pictures I
will collect.

Celebrating Phi Beta Kappa induction with mom, dad, and Ralph.

Senior lector farewell in the chapel.

Going to Caroline's Comedy Club in New York with Christine on my 21st birthday.

Memories of Spring Break in Paris.
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It was the best of times...
"A society lacks solid foundations when, on
the one hand, it asserts values such as the dignity
of the person, justice and peace, but then, on the
other hand, radically acts to the contrary by allowing or tolerating a variety of ways in which human
life is devalued and violated, especially where it is
weak or marginalized.
Only respect for life can be the foundation and
guarantee of the most precious and essential goods
of society, such as democracy and peace...

Joseph Marcello
Commentary Editor Emeritus

"It was the best of times, it was the worst of
times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of
incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season
of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter
of despair, we had everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct to Heaven, we
were all going direct the other way..."
Looking back on my four years here, these
opening lines of Charles Dickens' A Tale of Two Cities
come immediately to mind. They perfectly capture my
experience at Fairfield University.
When I was an incoming freshman, I remember hearing that most of the learning during the college
years would come outside the classroom. I was at first
incredulous, but now realize that this is quite true.
As commencement approaches, I look back on
the wonderful friendships I have made at Fairfield and
look forward with eager anticipation and not a little trepidation to whatever the future will hold.
This newspaper has played a large role in my
education, because it has given me a unique perspective from which to glimpse the thoughts, emotions, and
motivations of many members of the Fairfield University community.
It is true that there is much apathy on this campus, but there is also much spirited opinion on a variety
of matters. I can only hope that these columns have
served as a vehicle to enhance the expression of those
opinions.
One of the ideas on which I have focused in
these pages is the issue of Catholic identity at Fairfield.
Permit me a few final observations:
One of the most important lessons I have
learned at Fairfield is that when faith is divorced from
intellectual pursuit, the student is cast down a slippery
slope towards a deadening relativism.
Furthermore, when, in classrooms of theology
and religious studies an attempt is made to separate the
Jesus of history from the Christ of faith, an implicit
denial of the divinity of Christ is sure to follow.
I didn't learn these things in a classroom; I have
seen them happen. They shouldn't be happening at a
Catholic University.
This is precisely why there was so much op-

position to the curricular inclusion of the Catechism of
the Catholic Church and to the idea of crucifixes in the
classrooms. Faith is divorced from intellectual pursuit.
The day is coming - and is not far off- when the
bankrupt idealogies that have long controlled departments
of theology and religious studies in American Catholic
universities will crumble beneath their own weight.
Signs of this abound. Georgetown University,
the nation's oldest Catholic university, recently moved to
install crucifixes in its classrooms.
Colleges and universities faithful to the mind of
the Church, places like Providence College, Franciscan
University, and Thomas Aquinas College, to name but a
few, not only have classroom crucifixes and include the
Catechism in the curriculum, but have overflowing Sunday Masses, fiercely loyal alumni, and turn out well-informed Catholics ready to spread and defend the Faith.
When Commencement passes and our Fairfield
years become but a shining memory, idealogies won't help
us when things aren't as pleasant as they are on that day.
Faith will. That is why it is so necessary to move toward
the fullness of truth only when guided by the light of faith.
The Catholic university, in the end, is fundamentally different from the secular university. Other colleges
and universities begin by asking "what is truth?"
The Catholic university begins with the knowledge that Truth is the One who said, "I am the Way, and
the Truth, and the Life." It pursues all else from that point.
Fairfield's motto captures perfectly the mission
of the Catholic University. "Through Faith to the Fullness of Truth." It is my hope that in the years to come,
Fairfield will grow ever more committed to that lofty standard.
As my last column draws to a close, I extend
my thanks to all of you who have read and thought about
these columns, and especially to those of you who wrote
in with your opinions, even those with which I disagreed.
I leave you now with two beautiful quotes from
the encyclical letter Evangelium Vitae by Pope John Paul
II, the pope who has called the world to abandon the Culture of Death and to embrace the Culture of Life.
We have now come to the end of our time at
Fairfield University. This end, however (at the risk of
employing a cliche) is really just another beginning.
So at this beginning of the rest of our lives, I
wish my classmates every success as they move from
Fairfield, through their lives, to happiness, to God.

"...the issue of life and its defense and promotion is
not a concern of Christians alone. Although faith provides special light and strength, this question arises
in every human conscience which seeks the truth and
which cares about the future of humanity.
Life certainly has a sacred and religious value,
but in no way is that value a concern only of believers. The value at stake is one which every human being can grasp by the light of reason; thus it necessarily concerns everyone."
Pope John Paul II, Evangelium Vitae
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Superlatives

Most Likely to
question the authenticity of a Picasso...Martha Palazij
market his own line of beauty products...Chris Castro
make his bed room a museum...Thomas Brennan
star in his own cabaret show...Frank Natale
win the Indy 500 in her Jeep...Kelly Quinn
go through "Ally McBeal" withdrawl during rerun season...Carolyn Salerno
help cure what ails you...Lisa Moriarty
become a masseuse...Kinney Mercado
tour with Def Leppard...Brian Kelly
be late to his own funeral...Geoff Trivino
forget...Geoff Tri vino
win Trivial Pursuit...Sara Vose
teach a drivers' ed class...Maggie Davis
have hard luck...Matt Grimes
perform the halftime show...Maggie Davis
joke about those who are fat & lonely...Paul Harrington & Geoff Trivino
marry Leonardo DiCaprio...Kristen Sullivan
walk under a ladder, break a mirror and run over a black cat...Mat Grimes
get the "runs" before arriving in Mexico...Matt Grimes
be the next Rosic.Kristen Sullivan
open a massage parlor...Kinny Mercado
to have his own line of seductive sleepwear.. Jim O'Conner
enter a real convent...Blakleigh Lavin, Jen Regan, Katie Heller, and Erin Ryan
cross dress...Paul Harrington, Matt Grimes, and Geoff Trivino
cross dress on days besides Halloween...Paul Harrington, Matt Grimes, and
Geoff Trivino
never settle down until he's 40...Paul Harrington
create a non-slipping, nonbreakable prophylactic with a 100% success
ate...Paul Harrington
start the exclusive 6 tape Scott Middlemiss video library...Scott Middlemiss
find Bobby Fisher...Matt Grimes & Geoff Trivino
move to Las Vegas and be an Elvis impersonator by day and dancer by
night...Joe Fattorini
have her children wash her own mouth out with soap...Maggie Davis
get an STD...Dennis Ryan
get an Amen...Ryan Murray
not smile...Noelle Ingautiato
think they own the parking lot...The Vatican
hide during the song "Dancing Queen"... Maureen Canuso
watch Mario Lemieux's last game...Ryan Baikal
never cook the dinner she promissed you...Betwy Vallone
be caught with his pants down...Sean Sullivan
be caught reading taudry romance novels...Jen Manzo
visit a haunted cemetery for fun...April George
grab your boob...Ms. Smith
kiss a tree...Carl Rizzo
buy stock in Armorall...Nichole Framularo
give a one-armed man two cameras...Geoff Trivino
get caught goosing someone...Paul Harrington
be found groping a nun...Pual Harrington
be arrested for assaulting a cop in the Bahamas...Matt Grimes
grow a beard while dead...Thorn Pattavina
be the next Austin Powers...Adam Meyerhoff
bring his own silverware to a restaurant...Thomas Brennan
get lost going to his townhouse.. Jason Boyea
make himself laugh with his own laugh...Adam Meyerhoff
lose his left arm although attached...Adam Meyerhoff
to become a jjjjjjerk...Thorn Pattavina
be holding hands...Mike Feeney
work on the set of a Porno...Mike Feeney
try to seduce his friends...Ed Galvin
date a stripper...Rich Rossi
be reading poetry...Brian Murphy
hearNO,NO,NO...Ed Galvin
grab the remote...Mike Condelli
be drunk and confused...Paul McAteer
workin a chick...Matt Brady
have a role in Swingers 2...Matt Keating
reach puberty by age 23...Mike Condelli
have no one know his full name...Mark Salerno
be here 4 years from now...Andy Skoglund
never give up drinking...Ryan Conolly
never speak...Greg Surkewicz
never design his own clothes...Matt Keating
mistake a closet for a toilet...Katie Turner
be really loud...Buddha
be mistaken for a 40 year old...Buddha
win a pie eating contest...Andy Larned
get blind...Joe Hooks
pass out by 10:00..Joe Hooks
have 6 cups of coffee a day...Rod Farinon

The Fairfield Mirror
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All I needed to know in life, I learned as an RA

\r

Theresa and I-overworked and underappreciated.

Kristen Sullivan
A & E Editor Emeritus

J VI

it better when you haven't slept, you
have a staff meeting, you haven't done
a bulletin board and you had to write
up a room full of minors for drinking.
Hey, it's a thrill and an honor to me
sworn at, mocked and called a bitch.
But you know what? I actually like being an RA. Sure my sarcasm seeps through, but I honestly cannot imagine myself living at the beach
or even sharing a townhouse-like it or
not, I'm an RA. I consciously made
this decision two years ago and the experience I gained is invaluable. Maybe
I missed out on a party or two or going

I've thought about writing this
column for weeks, but nothing seemed right
and now it's 3:45 a.m. and well, as usual
I'm working towards some crazy self-inflicted deadline. So in looking at all the pictures submitted to the Mirror, I don't see
myself smoothly fitting into the profile of
a Fairfield student.
You see, I've lived in the dorms,
excuse me residence halls, for four years.
Maybe I seem pathetic to a lot of people,
especially those
students who live
at the beach or in
the townhouses.
But I'm an RA
and it's like being
in a 12 step program to admit
that to a lot of
you. I don't live
in a beach bungalow with a trendy
name or have a
four man near
Dolan.
Yep,
I'm living the
life. I eat at
Sodexho for every meal, I'm
Bill and I gossiping with Ann in Sodexho.
held captive in
the building evto a dance, but in the end, what I've
ery other weekend and people hiss at me
gained,
no one can take away.
when they do something wrong. I'm woken
I learned what Virginia
up in the middle of the night by drunken
Woolfe
really
meant when she spoke
residents, fire drills and people needing to
of
A
Room
of
One's
Own. Yeah, it's a
be keyed into their rooms. While my peers
cubicle
but
it
has
a
bathroom
half the
are out partying, I'm mediating conflicts
size of the room (and a bathroom is a
between roommates and preparing a floor
BIG RA perk.) I'm more independent
program to wow the three people who acnow than I ever could have hoped to
tually show up.
be. I make my own time and I'm acSounds glamorous, doesn't it?
countable to myself. There's no worry
What more could a 22 year old woman ask
that I'll wake a roommate up; I don't
for? I collect my tidy sum of $100 every 3
have to tiptoe around my room and if
months and my Dad sees the tuition dethere's a mess, I'm responsible for it.
crease on the bill. Believe me, $100 makes

The GREAT Gonzaga Staff '96-'97.

'I Hate It!!"-Pete and I making a united front

I learned that I'm not always going
to be liked-no matter how hard I try. That's a
tough lesson for anyone, but the RA gig can
be an in-your-face experience and if someone
doesn't like what you do or who you are, then
you're learning that lesson.
I learned that sometimes the things
that seem like a big deal really aren't. Last
year I spent hours making bulletin boards on
my floor and then they were ripped down and
I figured out that it wasn't necessary to take
life so damn seriously.
I learned that being on duty is a good
excuse to get work done. While the rest of

Gettin' my groove on with Vino.
campus is off partying, a lot of RAs actually
get work done and that's a skill-making the
most of a situation.
I learned that life is a constant challenge and I will never be truly ready for it, so I
may as well deal with things as they happen.
After all, mistakes become experience.
I learned that sometimes you will lose
your friends-but then they just become your
so-called friends and you move on.
I learned that procrastination is a life
skill. Why do think RAs make all those cheesy
posters, anyway?
I learned that opportunities are not

J V

made-they're taken. No one's going to do
anything for me-I have to do things for
myself and stop waiting around for others
to help out.
I learned to say "No." "No, I
won't do your paperwork." "No, I won't
make your posters, or arrange your floor
program..." I started holding others accountable to themselves.
I learned to take time out for myself. Being an RA has left me drained, but
I figured out that it's OK to put yourself
first once in a while.
I learned how to make the most
out of money. My stipend,
(as I mentioned is meager)
but after shopping for floor
programs on a fixed budget,
I know the desperation of a
family supported on welfare.
I learned that stereotypes are wrong. I hear all the
time how terrible RAs areyou'd think we were the
SWAT team. Here's a reminder: we're just like you.
I learned that age
doesn't matter-maturity
does. I hang out with some
sophomore residents who are
more mature than some seniors I've met. Life is about
who you keep your company
with.
S
People say that 1 only
hang out with RAs, but I
know a lot of people who only hang out
with people from the beach or the town
house, so I guess I've just found my niche.
In truth, this job led me to meet
hundreds of people, 49 of whom are RAs
and some of these people have turned out
to be some of the best people I've met at
Fairfield.
Oh, one last thing...I learned that
even if my experiences aren't always positive, they are experiences nonetheless.

Hanging out with my Loyola 2 girls.
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Senior Issue

Most Likely to
be seen at The Exit...Jim Gale
keep track of his fall batting practice stats...Mike Schwartz
be at The Jetty.. Jared Delore
hook up with your little sister...Andy Larned
not be visible in a dark alley...Matt Keating
live out of the back seat of his Corsica...Matt Keating
rip off your bathroom door...Andy Larned
dismantle your couch...Mike Schwartz
have a cot in the back of The Grape...Ryan Connelly
have a flask in his pocket at work...Ryan Connelly
be checking himself out in your mirror...Mike Schwartz
ravage...Mike Schwartz
lock it up...Gregg Jurkiewicz
balance your checkbook...Gregg Jurkiewicz
strike out in softball...Gregg Jurkiewicz
date a 13 year old...Gregg Jurkiewicz
be in this section next year...Matt Keating
gain 50 pounds in a week...Jared DiCore
have a girl defecate on his leg...Matt Keating
have the runs next to Fat Tuesday's...Keri Khachadoorian
not have any windows on his car...Bob Wenzel
make a couch his closet...Andy Larned
be at the Grape 6:00 on Friday...Gregg Jurkiewizc & Ryan Connolly
buy chicken salad sandwiches from ModbiL.Matt Keating
run to your house in boxers at 6 am in pouring rain...Matt Keating
be the pseudo-spring breaker...Matt Keating
watch the History Channel...Matt Keating
hold a conversation about death and nuclear war...Matt Keating
own a Domino's franchise...Joe Hooks & Jim Gale
be fully leveraged...Derek Zoretic
be in correspondence with freshmen 24 hours a day...Chris Cusson
gamble with her loan check...Candice Srubar
get exploited on the tennis courts...Derek "inside out" Zoretic
spend more money on beer then rent...Pier 7
mispronounce a company's name during an interview...Ryan Baikal
get drunk under the table by his sister.. Joe Salerno
be in aggreement on every topic.Joe Salerno & Chris Cuson
not be in agreement on any topic...Derek Zoretic & Tyan Baikal
tell you how great he is...Derek "the Nature Boy" Zoretic
be most changed person in the last 4 years...Rob Farinon
be caught in a "pinch"...Derek "the Nature Boy" Zoretic
write a book entitled "Prisons of the World"...Rob Gola
take our phone bill money and go eat at Angus...Mike Nagy
own a tape of the group Nelso...Scott Alberi
live in a log cabin and run an ice cream store in VT..Megan McDonagh
relate everything to finance (and/or the markets)...Derek "Reverse Hedge"
Zoretic
find the biggest guy at the Grape and shot beer in his face...Joe Salerno
get in a confrontation with a Villanova fan...Mike Nagy
be the only Fairfield students ever in Sports Illustrated...Chris Cusson &
Derek Zoretic
smoke cigar's made in the Canary Island...Derek "That's Rare" Zoretic
set a record for most consecutive hours playing SimCity...Chris Cusson
turn around an entire industry in Corporate Raider...Derek "Xoma" Zoretic
no be "grateful" at Pigpen's funeral...Chris Cusson
be seen molding clay into the male anatomy...MM & TB
to need hair for her boobs...S.W.
drink from a unrinaL.all the nursing majors
have 5 kids and a Volvo...Megan Moore
to get married...Megan Moore & Michael Sohn
have too many guys and not enough time...Donna DeMasi
go around campus circle and have a car race with security...Michael Sohn
use men's deorderant...GM
be seen in public with a gas mask on...Keith Weiser
quit her job so she can make and sell beaded necklaces...Michelle Kolinchak
travel somewhere for no good reason...Rob Varley
be seen watching TV...Chris Klein
transform into a chemical that is "available in larger quantities"...MaryMargaret O'Donnell
be voted most indomitably cheerful person...Jen Meditz
have weird, but interesting stuff in her house...Laura-Lee Barinque
start a very large paper at 11pm on the night before it's due...Tracy Fitzback
be voted easiest person to convince that he should drop his work and do
something really unproductive...Ben Chase
receive something that "glows-in-the-dark"...Keith Weiser
to eat salsa...Tracy Fitzback
be drinking really good beer (and share it with me)...Allyson Casey
injure themsleves by falling off a bed...Kim Henschaft & Katie Capuzzi
be a Bon Jovi look alike...Kim Herschaft
be kidnapped by her mother...Bethany Waicott
use the world's supply of moisturizer...Bethan, Waicott
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Nurses' Night Out...

Rick Thomson
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New Year's Eve was buzzing in 1996 at the Hive

Bet you didn't know about
my little bar in Key West...

For What It's Worth: Some Parting Thoughts...
Kick Thomson
Sports Editor Emeritus
I've loved sports for as long as
I can remember. When I was five years
old, I began reading the sports page;
learning terms, memorizing statistics,
and following all of my favorite teams.
Eventually, I became addicted to sports.
I could not start my day without reading
the sports section over a bowl of cocoa
pebbles. Sometimes I'd even sit on my
front porch at 6 a.m. and wait for the
paper boy to fling the morning edition
into my driveway. If he was late, he'd
be sure to catch an earful from me.
As you can see, me and sports
go back a long way, but I still never
would have imagined that today, I would
be writing the last of what has been hundreds of articles for my college newspaper. After enjoying a considerable
amount of success playing sports
throughout my younger years, I saw no
reason why I couldn't continue playing
competitively at Fairfield University,
especially baseball. However John
Slosar, head coach of the Fairfield baseball team, saw things differently, and cut
me after tryouts.
If I couldn't play varsity sports
at Fairfield, the next best thing, as far as
I was concerned, was to write about
them. So, I joined The Mirror staff and
my life began to switch gears. After two

years as a staff writer for the sports section,
I took over as sports editor. My two years in
this position gave me the opportunity to analyze situations and express my feelings and
creativity to the entire student body through
my weekly editorial column, "For What It's
Worth". It also gave me the pleasure of being completely stressed out for the three days
before The Mirror went to press each week.
Between tracking down coaches and players for interviews, assigning and writing articles, enforcing deadlines, devising a layout, being understaffed, and never getting to
bed before 3 a.m. on Tuesday nights, it
wasn't always fun.
But with this position, I was able
to creatively react to anything I desired, either on a national or local scale. While I
enjoyed praising those who deserved it, it
was far more satisfying to shed light on injustices incurred by athletes and athletic
groups on campus. Some of my editorials
have helped to promote the under-funded
tennis teams, the unreasonable dismissal of
a member of our graduating class from the
men's basketball team, and the displacement
of our rugby team from its contracted field.
The positive reaction that the student body
had to these pieces and the individual thanks
and praise I received from my peers is something that I will savor forever. But more importantly for me, it helped reinforce the fact
that my journalistic pursuits were well worth
the long hours in front of the computer
screen.

One of few un-nauzeating moments on
this fishing boat

The crew hanging out in Regis 120

To al I of our graduati ng senior athletes, I hope that you have found the long
hours of practice and dedication you've
given to your respective teams to be worthwhile. You should be commended for balancing sports with academics and other activities at Fairfield, and for being so successful. Despite limited funding and support
from the administration, sports teams at
Fairfield have won more MAAC championships since we were all freshman than
during any other four-year span. For all of
this, you have my undying praise and admiration.
With that said, there are a few
more loose ends I would like to tie up before forever putting down my pen as Sports
Editor of The Mirror. So here goes...
Basketball at Fairfield: On the
men's side, I think Tim O'Toole is a great
fit for Fairfield as the new head coach. He
brings with him a wealth of coaching experience as an assistant at some big-time
schools, and from what I've heard, he was a
guy who laid it all on the line when he played
at Fairfield. O'Toole was able to get everyone on the court fired up with his emotional
presence. Emotion and enthusiasm are two
things that have been severely lacking for
the Stags in recent years thanks to the stoic,
textbook approach of former head coach,
Paul Cormier. With O'Toole at the helm,
don't be surprised if you hear good things
about the Stags when you get the Alumni

newsletter this winter.
On the women's side, it could be
rough going without graduating seniors Jessica Grossarth, Page Driscoll, and Chantel
Williams. These three came up together, matured together, and finally, won the MAAC
championship together this season. They
certainly will be tough to replace, but if
freshmen standouts Gail Strumpf, Holly
Tapley, and Allison Thorne can follow a
similar path, the Stags could find themselves
right back in the NCAA tournament in a
couple of years. The women's team also still
has head coach Dianne Nolan, who happens
to know a thing or two about winning. This
March, Nolan wrapped up her 15th non-losing season in 19 years at Fairfield.
Yankees-Red Sox: It's been a
long time since the Yankees and Red Sox
both started the season on such a hot streak.
But unfortunately for all you "Bahstan" fans,
it's not going to last. Pitching and George
Steinbrenner will eventually make the difference. New York has solid starters and the
best bullpen in the big leagues. Furthermore,
if anything goes wrong, you know
Steinbrenner won't think twice about getting whatever high-priced player is necessary to fix things. Throw in a stacked batting order, and the Yankees are sure to be
playing long into October. Whether they'll
be playing at Yankee Stadium or at Shea,

(continued on p.14)

Celebratingthe end of sophomore
year and life in the dorms

Three members of the Regis I dynasty excelling off the field

DJ Bob poses for a hip-hop fan

St. Patty's day in Key West
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Superlatives

Most Likely to
have a vehicle catch on fire...Jenn Manzo
be exacly like her mom...Bethan Walcott
be an awesome school teacher...Melanie Whiton
send all of her offspring to Fairfield...Christine Hamel
be a friend for life...Carl Rizzo
brown-nose to the top...Scott Alberi
become a famous critic...Kris Korbelak
be on the front cover of GQ...Roy Ardizzone
get married in the Sistine Chapel...Joe Marcello
become a diplomat...Rocco Lagano
have to take the common sense class twice...Bethany Walcott
be on the edge of fash ion...Tessa Didomenico
be the first woman on the moon because she already has the shoes...Tessa
Didomenico
be willing to take risks...Nichole Framularo
rent a movie without a VCR...Carrie Smith
be the only laughing at his own jokes...Kris Korbelak
chew off her own fingers...Bethany Walcott
try to take a picture of the eclipse...Carl Rizzo
become a photographer for playboy...Kris Korbelak
accept & dare every night... Gaby Bruni & Katie Klement
be FU's biggest sports enthusiast...Erin O'Callaghan
hav cocktails every night...Kate O'Conner & Erin O'Callaghan
be our Dr. Ruth...Kate O'Conner
drive to Stamford at 3am...Gaby Bruni
Juggle 3 guys in one night...Gaby Bruni
pass out in her panty-hose...Katheryn Russo
wake up with a magic wand...Katheryn Russo
get caught in a bad current...Katie Klement
drink a beer in 5 seconds...Katie Klement
have someone make a lot of money off her in the tabloids...Gaby Bruni
Take a 6:30am train home from NYC...Erin, Kate, & Katie
changer her name to GreteL.Kate O'Connor
have no shame...Erin O'Callaghan, Kate O'Connor, Katie Klement, & Gaby
Bruni
be everywhere they shouldn't be...Erin Kate, Katie, and Gaby
be Tom Brokaw's replacement...Gaby Bruni
be Martha Stewart...Katie Klement
bring sunshine to the Northeast...Katheryn Russo, Gaby Bruni, and Katie
Klement
be cast udner a spell by Lance Romance...Kathryn Russo
have a party in their pants...BFNH
become the next Flashdance dancers...Katie Klement & Kathryn Russo
use a wrecking ball next time...Gaby Bruni
blame the stench of their house in a skunk...Phile & Mike
partying with the celebrities...Erin O'Callaghan
be best friends with 20 guys and pretend she's not interested in any of
them...Kathryn Russo
always accomplish their missions...Katie & Gaby
party like Rock Stars...Kathryn Russo, Kate O'Connor, Gaby Brunni, Katie
Klement, and Erin O'Callaghan
tell you its ok...Katie Klement
accept her offer to be in Playboy & show up with all her clothes on...Kathryn
Russo
be a taxi driver...Erin O'Callaghan
be forever pursued by the NYC guy wit the Gucci tie...Kate O'Connor
have an affair with her tennis pro...Erin O'Callaghan
be picked up and asked out every night at the Grape... Kathryn Russo
start a cult that worships clotheslines...Katie Klement & Jill Sikora
carve ham...Mike Laferlita
ask a lot of questions...Jesse Light
Leave her earrings behind...Lauren Hart
eat mac & cheese...Reino Decastro
hook up...Tom Franco
play Tetris...The Undertow
be 2501bs of charm... Larry Rickets
be a "dog"...Nate Hamilton
sing "Twist & Shout"...Katie Osmanski
hang out at the Big Pole...the Kool House
have a picnic with benches...the Big Pole
ride triple shot gun...the Bonnie
partake in a phone alcohol survey...Dennis Ryan, Sean Kingston, Tim Lodge,
Ryan Conolly
get a haircut...Mary Pollock & Chrissy Belomo
pull an all nighter...Kelly Tobin
to stop at every fast food restaurant in Key West...Denis McCarthy & Brendon
Delaney
move to Duxbury to be closer to Jess Vaughan & Chriss Coppens...Ann Marie
Spota
only tell her friends half of the story...Jess Vaughan
only have steak-urns in his freezer...George Hemmer
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For What It's Worth...
(Continued from p. 13)
however, is another question.
I know this is probably not what
Boston fans want to hear, but at least be
grateful that despite spending four years in
an area flooded with New York fans, you
have been able to make friends with some
of your own kind. I'm sure it's been comforting to hang out with people who knew
that when you said the word "pahty", you
weren't talking about that place where you
go to the bathroom.
The New York Jets: If Bill
Parcells could lose weight like he's lost draft
picks, it wouldn't be long before the Big
Tuna could look down and see his toes.
Despite surrendering many important picks,
Parcells has succeeded in building a pretty
solid team, and with the addition of Curtis
Martin, he has added one of the top running
backs in the NFL. With a good quarterback,
Parcells could be headed back to the Super
Bowl with his third different team. But if
you like Parcells, you may want the Jets to
wait a few years before getting there. Because just like jelly donuts, the challenge of
turning around a slumping football team is
something the Big Tuna can't seem to get
enough of.
Tennis at Fairfield: Five consecutive MAAC championships for the
women's team. Three MAAC titles in four
years for the men. Zero improvements in
the tennis facilities at Fairfield. The university administration should dig into its
pockets and give the tennis teams their own
outdoor courts, not courts that must be
shared with Fairfield Prep and the rest of
the student body, or at least put some lights
on the existing courts. Give them an adequate indoor facility instead of the Rec-Plex

rubber so the team can practice in the winter. At the very least, give them some recognition. It's obvious that tennis at
Fairfield is on the brink of greatness. How
many more MAAC championships will it
take before the university administration
gives tennis at Fairfield the resources it
needs to build a nationally recognized program instead of one that stomps everyone
in the MAAC and only plays a few matches
against some real competition?
Football at Fairfield: It's unfortunate that recruiting violations have cost
our first class of football players at Fairfield
the chance of competing for a MAAC
championship as seniors. It must be depressing to have years of hard work wiped
out because of something you didn't cause
to occur and something you have absolutely
no control over. I suggest football players
from the class of 2000 contact Brent Wall
for some advice on how to cope with this
cruel twist of fate. He certianly has some
experience.
I can't possibly end this article
without recognizing the boys from the Regis
I intramural dynasty. In my four years as a
member of this squad, I've had the pleasure of watching other teams cringe in fear
when witnessing the tremendous talent of
Regis I in softball, soccer, flag football,
basketball, volleyball, and of course, the
residence hall indoor Olympics. Regis I is
also the only team ever in the history of
Fairfield University to be dubbed a "dynasty" without actually winning an intramural championship, but that's beside the
point.
To all of my friends, thanks for
the memories.. It's been one hell of a rfde.

Classifieds
Alumni residing in Southport seeking experienced babysitter
for 4 year old girl and 5 year old boy for Friday and Saturday eves
(flexible). Great pay, own transportation preferred, start ASAP, call
259-6730.
Sugarbush Resort, Vermont
Earn extra money and a season pass. Campus rep. Needed in fall for
sales of ASC College Pass good at Sugarbush, Killington/Pico, and
Mt. Snow. Call 800-53-SUGAR x 6331.

Congratulations
to....
the women's varsity
crew team, A Boat and 4
Boat, both took home second place at the MAAC
tournament on Sunday.

Adriana Maguire
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It took a little longer
than expected!
Adriana Maguire
Business Manager Emeritus
Well, it may have taken me a
little while, but I've finally made it.
These past years have been quite a ride.
1 have climbed mountains, both literally
and figuritively. I have both danced and
cried the night away - it was thanks to
my friends and faimily that there was a
lot more dancing than crying. I have of
course, to thank my family for putting
up with me. Everyone else can walk
away, but you guys are stuck with me
and don't really seem to mind and I feel
blessed for that - thank you Mom, Dad,
Cris, Phil, Aunt, Ro, Joey, Nonna, and
Nonno. As for my friends, they have had
every opportunity to take off, but they
haven't. I think that's because they are
as insane as I am - not that I'm complaining, it keeps things interesting.
Finding people like you guys is,
well to steal a quote, "a beautiful thing."
The best stuff has to be the stupid little
things we do. We have sung about Al
Hundy's vegetable garden in a radioless
car, driven halfway to the haunted cemetery, made mixed drinks out of Boones
after all the liquor stores, run to CVS at
2am about 1000 times, climbed the highest peak on the East coast, danced around
the bathroom to "If You Want To Be
Happy For the Rest of Your Life," had
numerous water fights and shoving
matches, fought the IRS and lost, grossed
each other out at lunch, finger painted
masterpieces, and even kidnapped and

ransomed a toy lady bug - which lead to
lady bug sightings as far away as Wyoming. And those are just a few of the
highlights. Thank you Christine, Cindy,
Jen, Carrie, April, Matt, Nichole, and
Sean - you guys have helped to get me
both in and out of trouble. This place
would not have been half as much fun
without you.
Fairfield has changed so much
since my freshman year, some for the better and some for the worse. When I got
here I never expected to be a business
major, much less a double business major, but here I amand I hope I'm ready. I
would like to take the chance to say thank
you to those faculty who actually cared
and piss off to those few who are only
here because they can't hack the real
world.
For the past year I have been
involved with the Mirror. After running
the International Relations Club, dealing
with Model UN, and interning with a big
six firm, I thought the Mirror would be
pretty simple. I was wrong, very wrong.
Carrie, my partner in crime, and I have
had quite the experience dealing with
creditors, debtors, and of course the IRS.
But nothing is worse than the Mirror staff
when payroll is late. As much work as it
was and still is, Carrie and I still have to
tackle the taxes, I have to say, I really
enjoyed it all.
All said and done, I have to say
I will look back on these days and smile,
but now really isn't the time to dwell on
that because now is the time to party,
well, maybe a little more than usual.

Manzo, the master thespaian.

My partner in crime, Carrie. Smile for the IRS!

The lovely ladies of the Mirror.

Everybody was Kun Fu Fighting!
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Carrie Smith
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Time's almost up at Fairfield....
Carrie Smith
Business Manager
Well, this is it.... the last few
days here at Fairfield and at the Mirror.
And I couldn't have done any of it with
out the help of Adriana Maguire. My
Savior, tutor, guidance councellor, and
most of all friend. I owe it to her that we
are not in jail right now, for tax fraud
and embezzlement, and if in twenty
years from now I find myself in the same
mess again with the IRS I will know who
to call. It has been a very interesting year
here at the Mirror and in general, but I
give THANKS to her for helping me
through it all.
I also want to thank my
housemates for putting up with me
through it all. Thanks for making my
senior year the best year here at Fairfield.
Not only did they listen to me compain
every day about all of the work I had to
do and no time to do it, but they helped
me procrastinate in the most interesting
ways. And most of all I am glad that I
had the chance to become friends with
the most awesome housemates ever.

(Even if it is their fault that I never got
any work done.)
I also want to thank my friends for
listening to me vent about all of my
problems and worries. Without them I
would probably go insane. Even when
our time spent together was few and far
between, you were always on my mind,
and in my heart. I know that even when
there are miles between us, the memories will keep us together.
Of course I must thank my
family, without whom I wouldn't even
be here, I appreciate everything, your
support your humor and your love. Last
but not least I want to thank Lenno for
not killing me these last two years, even
though I deserved it (sometimes).
Thanks for listening to me complain and
for giving me a place to go to on the
weekends when I needed time to relax
and get away. I hope that you can put
up with me for many more years... I love
you.
It has been an interesting four
years, filled with ups and downs, but it
is the great memories that I will take
with me and hold onto forever. Hope
that the rest of my life will be just as
interesting....

Photos through the years...
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Senior Superlatives

Most Likely to
be named marshmallow... Carl Rizzo
"skank" at graduation... Nichole Framularo
make interesting doormats... Bethany Walcott & Nichole Framularo
let their alter personalities out... Jenn Manzo & April George
decorate "paper" & rehang it... Jenn Manzo, Nichole Framularo, and
Christine Hamel
tie up a phone line... Christine Hamel
send great e-mail messages... Amy Miklich, Stacey Heffernan &
Christine Hamel
throw the best party organized at the last minute.. TH 88
fix a computer at any time... Sean Sullivan
go on random road trips... Adriana Maguire
pass out after two beers.. Chris Castro
pass out after three beers... Mike O'Rourke
write her own expose book... Kristen Sullivan
be the next Estee Lauder model... Chris Castro
pray for our souls... Joe Marcello
work for Fairfield in five years... Frank Natale
open his own massage parlor... Kenny Mercado
be seen in the Mirror office after graduation... Christine Hamel
work for the National Enquirer's Fairfield location... Maura Parsons
write controversial front page boxes... Kristen Sullivan
hang crosses all over Fairfield... Joe Marcello
write his own section of the Mirror in one night... Rick Thomson
finish their section of the Mirror in one night... Jessica & Jodi
always have a comeback... Kris Korebelak
leave the priesthood to become a gossip columnist... Joe Marcello
ask for fireworks at the reunion ... Chris Cipriano
trip over a goose... April George
write a romance novel... Jenn Manzo & Adrianna Maguire
be corinated Princess of the Perch... Carrie Smith
be adopted by David Mamet & William H Macey... Steve Scarpa
be seen at CVS at 3.00 AM... April G., Jenn M., Adriana M. and
Christine H.
tour the world telling everyone to attend FU... Christine Hamel
defend the Mirror always... Christine Hamel
talk for hours in the most random locations, Lisa Moriarty & Christine
Hamel
be found behind a goat... Mike O'Rourke
be thrown up on while trying to hook up on New Years... Sean
Kingston
hook up and ravage on a jetty, before hooking up in the bathroom at
The Levee... Mark Bogdon
not wear underwear... Paul McSherry
say something really, really, really, really, really, really stupid
be living on Easy Street... Gavin Baiera & Jared DeCore
lick his fingers and rub his eyes... Gavin Baiera
hold hands... Mike Feeney
be overheard reciting poetry... Brian Murphy
be nicknamed Boots... Sean Kingston
look like Monty Bums... Sean Kingston
be used as a tool to break into a car... Sean Kingston
get a 3rd chin by 30 hanging out with high school girls... Mike
Schwartz
own a sausage factory... Jacob Byrns
hook up with a girl in a bowling alley... Jared DeCore
be said "what" to... Paul McSherry
think he's tough... Mike Schwartz
be seen in a Bingo hall... Brian Barry & Noelle Ingugiatto
be the next "Jay"... Matt Brady
wear silk boxers... Craig Lennon
mistake someone for Courtney Cox... Craig Lennon
like fast Asians... Sean Kingston
like the Indigo Girls... Craig Lennon
rip up the s*#t on the dance floor... Craig Lennon
get dropped in the keg fridge and yell at everyone... Brian Barry
be a psychiatrist & see a psychiatrist... Chris Herbst
recieve the babysitter of the year award... Erin Ryan
host her own talk show... Erin Ryan
get lost in a hospital... Christina Poplasky & Jennifer Regan
be my sister... Blakleigh Lavin
procrastinate and suffer, but never learn from it... Christina Poplasky &
Jen Regan
be a future host on Access Hollywood... Katie Heller
be caught stealing... Erin Ryan
eat cake 24 hours a day if she could... Katie Heller
be the best friends I've ever had... Blakleigh Lavin, Katie Heller, Erin
Ryan
scope out the PAs in a hospital... Erin Ryan & Jen Regan

■*■**.*■
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Matt Pitucco
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A toast... To love, to laughter, to life
Matt Pitucco
Circulation Manager Emeritus
"...And you can call on me, until the
day you die.
Years may come and go. Here's one
thing I know.
All my life, you're a friend of mine."
And begin...
"Circulation Manager Emeritus" is
my official title. Circulation manager?
You may wonder exactly what is behind
this "Circulation Manager" position. Paper boy. That's more like it. I have been
the one and-only Mirror paper boy for
the past three years. A fine job, if I should
say so myself.
Now, I will respectfully move on.
Yet, the past four years offer much opportunity for reflection. So, if you will
join me, let's raise a final glass to all of
those things which have made the past
four years what they were.
Here's to the unknown... To all of
the firsts—The first call home, the first
class, the first party, the first Thursday
night at the beach, the first Harvest, the
first vacation! To all of those people who
shared these firsts together—Those
people who you can still point to as
friends. Lift that glass high to those who
helped you along, who began the journey
with you.

Here's to Dolan Dining Hall...To
walking to every single meal. To walking in the rain, sleet, snow, wind, hot, or
cold. To never taking the bus. To enjoying the company, the conversation, and
even the meal.
Here's to Orientation 2000...To
"Breaking on Through!" We were an
eclectic group, but we came together. To
getting the job done. To planning the
best damn Orientation this side of 1942.
Here's to FUSA elections...You
live, you learn, right? Last week at
Fox woods, I played '12' on Roulette,
and it hit—Who knew? To going for it!
Okay, refill! Now, raise those
glasses high once again.
Here's to living life and loving
life!...To seizing the day!
"I went to the woods because I wanted
to live abundantly. I wanted to live
deep and suck out all the marrow of
life. To put to route all that was not
life. And not, when I had come to die,
discover that I had not lived."
To Henry David Thoreau. To
wanting it, and doing it. To having
doubts, but trying it. To living each day
as if it were the most important day of
your life! CarpeDiem!
Here's to good times.. .those unforgettable moments. To Regis 1, first
edition. To Regis 1, second edition. To
whoever your first roommate was (good
or bad). To your first floor. Harvest, hall

brawls, intramurals, hall football, room
clearance, furniture transport. To fun
times in the Residence Halls.
Here's to good friends to share
good times with...the people who you
will miss next year with all your heart. To
sharing and laughing and playing and
dreaming together for the past four years.
To feeling comfortable calling someone
'friend.' To believing in people and
knowing that they believe in you. To all
of those people who have influenced me
in this special, profound way, I raise my
glass and tip my hat to you. You have
made this Fairfield experience what it has
been for me. To friends!
Here's to dreams...to reaching
for the stars. To medical school, to law
school, to President of the United States.
To the many dreams we have. Yet, to not
only having dreams, but doing whatever
it takes to reach them and make them a
reality. Here's to the journey to the stars!
"Making your way in the world
today takes everything you got. Taking
a break from all your worries sure would
help a lot. Wouldn't ya like to get away?
Sometimes you wanna go..."
Here's to TH 113! To parties,
the basement, 'e-mail,' the Escort, the
Hyundai, the van, the Harley, the Passat,
the shower, the World Series, the Sega,
the salt, the sins, the decks, the Cruise, the
Bungee Jump, the Aristos, the foam!!
Here's to Dave, Chris, Nature,

Carlson, and Parmach. To supporting
futile teams (see Indians, Browns). But,
to being a die-hard, faithful, never-saydiefan!! (I know where you're coming
from...I like the Nets, remember?). To
friendships that endure...and endure
again. To retreats and freshman forums.
To people who never clean-up after themselves. Never! Neverever! Never,never
ever! But to those same people who you
could never get too mad at and who never
fail to make you laugh! To my fellow
gym rats! To those who shave their head,
and buy Harleys, and purchase tattoos.
To variety being the spice of life. To my
roommate. To "My roommate is fluent in
Latin." Pleecc.to being an awesome
guy—Agamemnon was a mere mortal...
Here's to Fairfield and all that it
has given in the past four years. To
Lectors, Intramurals, FUSA, Monday
Night Mass, Midnight Madness, Fairfield
vs. UConn and the guy in the pink shirt,
Thanks Again, Freshman Bowling, the
Iona game, breaking into Alumni Hall,
Higher Learning, RHG, Orientation,
Freshman Retreat, food, folks and fun.
"The rewards for those who
persevere far exceed the pain that must
precede the victory."
To spirit, determination, honesty, and heart. Without them, what's all
the rest of it worth?!
Here's to SOUL.
Cheers!

Whatever your mind can conceive and believe, it
will achieve. Dream great dreams and make them
come true. Do it now. You are unique. In all the
history of the world, there was never anyone exactly
like you, and in all the infinity to come there will
never be another you. To accomplish great things,
you must not only act, but also dream, not only plan,
but also believe. Wishing will not bring success, but
planning, persistance and a burning desire will.
There is a gold mine within you from which you can
extract all the necessary ingredients.
^
Get yours right!"
"1
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Most Likely to
always be wearng overalls...Sonia Fraga
get fired from his job after the Christmas party...Rob Gallagher
have a thing for rugby players...Ann Marie Spota
be waiting in Chris Coppens' living room when he gets home...Jess Vaugh
Ann Marie Spota
be late for her own wedding...Diane Wozniak
be found dancing when no one else is...Kristi Reidway
cut her hair 3 times in the same week...Gretchen Poor
negotiate a salary 4 times higher than his offer...Ian Liu
marry a man based on the size of his tool box...Dana Frieman
say " I have absolutely nothing to do."...Amy Balusek
move to the boondocks of the Midwest by choice...Karen Forze
never eat anything from a box...Sandra Dimauro
invent a keg of Champagne...Dana Frieman
never duplicate an outfit in 4 years...Chrissy Bolomo
take longer to get ready than any FU. girL.BFNH
practice polygamy...Amy Balusek
never make an 8:20...Tom Franco
make "chuck it up and collide" the new national passtime...Rick Thomson
be seen cheering at an intramural Softball game...the Smoking Bishop
have an academic crush...Diane Wozniak
pay more for her stockings than her dress...Diane Wozniak
support the Raisin bran industry...Smoking Bishop
drive to Seattle just for good coffee...Berkely Stwan
eat an entire jar of pickles after a night of drinking...Kristi Reidway
max out his father's credit card...Sanjay Chadda
become a soap opera star..Tiffany Reda
to send hhis adopted kids to a fat farm for summer camp...Sanjay Chadda
to root against Penn State...Scott Alberi
get bumped from a plane that's not full...Ian Liu and Steve Takla
pinch you butt...Sarah Pronovost
chug & puke wine in the movie theater...Berkely & Sarah P
see Any Larned naked...Margaritaville
become a professional sailor...Kristin Michaud
repond to "blaze"...Berkeley Stwan
be obsessive with each others idosyncrasies...Margaritaville
be santanic monkeys...Margaritaville
have wallpaper made of absolute ads...Stacey Pascarella
eat too many flapjacks...Jen Meditz
never come back to the USA...Eric Efstathiou
become professional poets...Dina E & Kristin M
crash on skiis with style..Tom Currie
sing a conversation...Frank Palmeri
accidentally say yes to two job offers...Jenny Southard
fall down or up stairs...Jenn Strycharz
marry an orthopedist...Jenn Strycharz
what I was saying...Michele Fox
be incarcerated for honking...Peter Rider
need a liver transplant...Nancy Allendorf
wear silver boots...Shannon Ruane
hit the tree in the middle of the traffic circle...Carolyn Saxon
be mistaken as a breast...Carolyn Saxon
offend random people at the diner (and elsewhere)... Mike O'rourke, Dave
Ambrose, and Sean Sullivan
draw a talking c*%k (SURPRISE!)... Mike O'Rourke
have a jeep with square headlights... Dave Ambrose
be the conscience for his friends while in public... Lou Ballena
fail out of meter maid school... Campus Security
rack up over $2000 in unpaid parking tickets... The Jesse Lee
think that ska really isn't circus music... Nichole Framularo
have a closet full of goat-suits... Mike O'Rourke and Mari Dague
paint her basement like a bad acid-trip... Adriana Maguire
have a creature dwelling in their basement... Townhouse 75
have a better tan on his ass than on his face... Sean Sullivan
be an MTV VJ and marry Carson Daly... Dara DeRisi
retire a millionaire at 30... Rocco Lagano
laugh to death... Dara DeRisi
be the first woman to win the Indy 500... Lesley de la Torre
surf from NY to Puerto Rico... Fernando Carrion
perform surgery while watching a football game
be the next Gotti... Rocco Lagano
be the next Ricki Martin... Fernando Carrion
open a network of night clubs in Miami and NYC... Lesley de la Torre &
Dara DeRisi
give drunken tours of the beach... Meg Geise
lube... Meg Geise
have sketchy ex's calling her... Meg Geise
take a digger at Rumrunners... Meg Geise
talk about the crapper... Meg Geise
have "no respect"... Meg Geise
drink, puke, drink, puke... Meg Geise

The Communication Faculty
Congratulates our student
researchers:
*Lynn Andriani, Tom Maloney, & Kristen
Sullivan - "Newspaper, Television, & Radio:
How do different media sources present the
news and why do people do people use
them?"
^Caroline Allen, Christopher Cipriano,
and Loretta Markevics - "Does gender make a
difference? : Audience perception of news
reporter abilities."

Papers presented at the 24th Annual
Undergraduate Honors Conference in
Communication - March, 1998

Also, CONGRATULATIONS to
*Beth Caldwell ('99) - Recipient,
CBS Foundation Scholarship

400 Nights/ Luau
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Partying in the Townhouses
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Most Likely to,
fall into the ocean inn Key West Meg Geise
be on the phone with California... Renee Romano
disappear during a party... Renee Romano
call randoms "Paco"... Karen Gardner
have to fix her lipstick... Karen Gardner
do 21 shots on her birthday... Karen Gardner
make late night phone calls... Karen Gardner & Jess Lentz
show their flappers... Tina Hulbert & Jess Lentz
hook up with two friends... Meg Geise & Karen Gardner
plan her life weeks in advance... Kathie Skerry
not clean anything... Kathy Skerry
be in the FUSA office... Kathy Skerry
just "know" it... Kathy Skerry
defend the Gleekers... Kathy Skerry
sleep on the couch because she can't find her bed... Kathy Skerry
steal easter decorations... Jess Lentz & Tina Hulbert
hear "T, You're out of control"... Tina Hulbert
be backup dancers for JMT... Tina Hulbert + Jess Lentz
listen to Enya... Tina Hulbert
dance on chairs, bars, etc... Jess Lentz
make a late night snack... Jess Lentz
get a hickey from friends' boyfriends... Jess Lentz
put her housemate in therapy... Jess Lentz
go animal... Southern Comfort
spend the night at SoCo (and not get any)... Tom Cotter
benchpress Jenn Lentz... Tom Cotter
get beaten up by a girl... Rob Marchetti
use the pickup line, "I race for Fairfield"... Rob Marchetti
go home and watch a movie... Frank Svoboda
not let anybody near his baby... Frank Svoboda
"get jiggy wid it"... Ryan Murphy
crash mopeds in Key West... Ryan Murphy
play doctor... Ryan Murphy
get his mock on at Larkins... Mason Chau
iron his underwear... Mason Chau

COBB'S MILL INN
Great Food and a Spectacular Setting ...A Revolutionary Idea

Join Us on Your Graduation Day
Serving from 1 PM

Our styles don t
follow in others
footsteps.

APPETTZEK
Classic Caesar Salad 7.00
Field Salad with Roasted Pear 7.75
Toasted Walnuts & Gorgonzola

Country Pate 6.50
Cheasapeake Crab Cakes 9.00

m

Our work
environment is
no different.

Piquante Sauce

Shrimp & Avocado Salad 8.50
Chilled California Artichoke 7.25
Lemon Vinaigrette

Stuffed Napa Valley Quail 8.50
Caramelized Pecans, Baby Carrots & Couscous

Fresh Corn & She Crab Chowder 6.00
French Onion Soup, Gratinee 7.50
Chef's Chilled Strawberry Soup 5.50
ENTREE
POACHED NORWEGIAN SALMON 26.00
A Tarragon Pernod Broth with Leeks
TWIN MAINE STUFFED LOBSTER TAIL 32.00
Crab & Scallop Stuffing
ROAST AMISH HALF CHICKEN 25.00
Herbes de Provence
CRISP ROAST LONG ISLAND DUCKLING 2&00
l'Orange

Congratulations to the class of 1998.
If you are ready to get into an exciting entry level management
position, with one of the nation's leading names in footwear and
accessories — Nine West Group Inc., come put yourself in our shoes.
Positions available:

• Account Management
• Allocation
• Buying
• Distribution
• Planning
If you are looking for a sizable opportunity in our Corporate Office
based in White Plains, New York, please fax your resume, career
interests and salary requirements to attention: College Recruiting,
Fax:(914)640-3499

SLICED GRILLED PHEASANT with PENNE 27.50
Chinese Brocoli & Extra Virgin Olive Oil
GRILLED AGED BLACK ANGUS 32.00
Bearnaise
DESSERT TRAY
Weston, CT, Exit 42 Merritt Pkwy., lire. 57N • Reservations 227-7221

NINE WEST GROUP INC.
put yourself in our shoes
NINE WEST • NINE WEST OUTLET • EASY SPIRIT • ENZO • 9&CO • BANISTER SHOE STUDIO • SFR • AMALFI
• BANDOUNO • EVAN-PICONE • LUCA B. FOR CALICO • PAPPAGALLO • SELBY • SHOE STUDIO GROUP
• WESTIES • PIED A TERRE • CK/CALVIN KLEIN
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Most Likely to
follow Phish on tour... Brian Walker
get wild and crazy during a game of Thumper... Matt Pitucco
be found in Fat Tuesdays... Th 111
have "big poles" up their butts... Ther Green Turtle
graduate with the strongest forearms... Brendan Delaney
fall into the lighthouse during a storm... Brett Wilcox
have his personal hygiene classified as an x-file... Rob Gallagher
need an extra credit in Zabinski... Ann Marie Spota
get caught staring at his sister... Steve Takla
never get Suzanne... Dan Padernacht
play bouncer... Eric Efstathiou
get kicked off campus... Rob Gallagher
leave his morals at the airport... Dan Padernacht
be mistaken for Chubaka on the street... Brendan Delaney
have to buy his date two dinners... Kevin Vas
keep flour next to his bed... Kevin Vas
tell you a story 4 times.. Rod Ferinon
show you his tie collection... Rod Ferinon
lock the door while getting the mail... Rod Ferrinon
die while playing Solitaire... Rod Ferrinon

assasinate Bill Clinton... Rod Ferrinon
NOT introduce you to his sisters.. Rod Ferrinon
clear out a room in five seconds... Joe Hooks
make a bus full of guys scream... Joe Hooks
have colon problems... Joe Hooks,
smell his face... Joe Hooks
be in TH 134, Loyola 3, or the Guys' Dup... Joe Hooks
be on the Domino's prefered customer list... Joe Hooks
win an exagerating contest... Mike Schwartz
not to come over... Mike Schwartz
fight the smallest person at the Grape... Mike Schwartz
stick a tap in his Belly Button... Ryan Connolly
win $1 million dollars at Monopoly... Ryan Connolly
get his butt stuck in the doorway... Greg Jorkiewicz
date someone under 4 feet tall... Greg Jorkiewicz
buy a potato sack at structure... Jared Decore
be the center of attention... Shilpa Bharne

IONA
Now catching up and

getting ahead have
the same solution.

\i*

Snow &c Skate/

y

570 boston post rd. milford, ct 06460 (203)877-4257
www.epulse.com

Snowboards
Skateboards
Inline skates

I I) /Q off one item with this ad. non-sale items only, exp 6/15/98

Summer School at lona
Whether you need to make up ground or want to get a
jump on college, lona's Summer Sessions are a great way
to earn college credits, lona offers a variety of summer
programs including one-week ihtensives, weekend, day
or evening courses, lona offers Bachelor's degrees and an
array of scheduling options sure to fit your busy summer.

Call (800) 231-IONA for more information.

Vspire. Achieve.

® lona College
715 North Avenue. New Rochcllc, New York 10801-1890

www.iona.edu
lona is a college in the tradition of the Otmtion Brothers and American Catholic higher education.
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Most Likely to
be seen at the writing center... Shilpa Bharne
put a Sayso flyer on your car... Shilpa Bharne
marry the President of the company... Shilpa Bharne
pee on you after you hook up with him... Rob Gallagher
do a depends commercial holding a pepsi and a cigarette... Rob Gallagher
be the Next Morton Downey Junior... Rob Gallagher
dance naked at a party... George Hummer
find a job with a dress code of a red sweatshirt and construction boots...
George Hemmer
end up with a beautiful wife and 22 children... George Hemmer
burst into anyone's house at 3 AM like he owns the joint... Chris "lush"
Coppens
smell you... Chris Coppens
call a random underclassman for a ride home from the beach at 3 Am as an
alumnus... Chris Coppens
say "smell ya later, I'm outta this joint" or "pull my finger" to his boss when
he quits... Chris Coppens
eat you out of house and home... Denis Mcarthy
eat his way up the corporate ladder... Dennis Mcarthy
marry a Greek princess and name his first baby girl Aphrodite... Eric
Efstathiou
own his own Irish pub and drink there every night during retirement...
Brendan Delaney
party party party... Dan Padernacht
to tell his female boss "Don't worry, by the end of the year I'll be sleeping
with you"... Dan Padernacht
collaberate in writing a book called "Things to do in Staten Island." and its
sequal "Why Staten Island is the best Borough"... Matt Vincequerra, Joe
Sciametta & Mike Snizek
drink a bottle of 30 year old scotch by himself for the hell of it... Matt
Vincequerra
tell you five times how much he drank in addition to that bottle of scotch...
Matt Vincequerra
sing a Johnny Mathis or Jerry Vale song when he's drunk... Matt Vincequerr
somehow find employment as Jim Carey's assistant... Peter Flaherty
place flours at Chris Farley's grave... Peter Flaherty
patent the Peter Flaherty lean (the one arm while hitting on a girl)... Peter
Flaherty

r

How to cram for summer.

COi | c(0
0) 22

• Over 75 accredited courses
• French Immersion Program
• Fine Arts Program
• Advanced Photography and
Web Design Programs
• Cultural Excursions

m

(0

fri
4/

2

For more information, call or write:
The American University of Paris
Summer Programs, Box S-2000
102 rue St. Dominique
75007 Paris, France
Tel. (33/1) 40 62 06 14
Fax (33/1) 40 62 07 17
New York office: Tel. (212) 983-1414

I*
1o

to
\\

^T Web site - http://www.aup.fr
' E-mail - Summer^aup.fr

^^k

$1 pays the first month's rent*.
It's amazing how much stuff you can cram into one Public Storage
rental space for the summer. It's even more amazing how little you'll pay.
We have lots of private spaces in many convenient sizes at affordable

INTERIM WORK...
YOUR SUMMER INTERNSHIP.

monthly rates. Show your student ID and get the first month's rent for $1.

• Furniture, sports equipment • Household goods, books
• Business storage, too
• Temporary or long term

Bridgeport
299 Wordin Avenue
(I-95 at Wordin Ave., exit 26)

203-334-7544

S Public
Storage.

Two month minimum rental required. Present this ad tor special offer. Offer subject to availability on selected sizes.
New rentals only. Does not include administration fees. Must show student ID. Offer expires June 30,1998.
Closed Memorial Day.

Imagine...getting paid foryourinternship and so much more!
• Start your corporate networking before you graduate

■ Earn money (for that crosscountry graduation trip)

• Get your foot in the door to the company of your choice

' Become a living resume

• Learn about job opportunities that aren't advertised

1

Decide what career track you want to pursue

Instead of waiting at home for your resume to find you a job, why not work with Fortune 500
companies, earn money, enhance your skills and meet those all important first contacts.
We currently have immediate job openings with the following industries:
• Consumer Producrs

• Business & Professional Services

• Financial Services

• Information & Communications

• Health Care & Pharmaceuticals

• Legal Service

Stamford, CT
203-967-3004
Fax: 203-967-4031

Shelton, CT
203-925-0050
Fax: 203-925-2605

Ad-van-tage
STAFFING SERVICES

Visit our web site: wunu.advstaff.com

Senior Issue
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Most Likely to
Optometric Assistant/Technician
Optometric Assistant/technician for busy Westport eye doctor. This position
provides a unique blend of business and technical activities. It is an excellent
opportunity to translate academic knowledge into practical, tangible skills.
We seek.a reliable, aggressive team member who is personable, self-directed and
well motivated. We offer a secure, stable position in a growing practice.
Special training is given in the areas of:
- basic optics (eyeglass lenses and contact lenses)
- ocular anatomy
- physiology-the biology of the eye and related structures
- diseases of the eye and related general health conditions
- ocular medications and contact lens solutions
- psychology of patient management
- business management systems
- telemarketing
- records management
/- financial and cash management
- computer applications and operations
- word processing
- spreadsheet
- database
Call 226-9426 between 9:45 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. and/ or send your resume to:
Dr. Robert L. Ross
500 Post Rd.. East suite 280
Westport, Conn. 06880

get a promotion because of his eyes.... Mike Snizek
gove mechanical bull lessons... AnnMarie Spota
throw up on a bar... AnnMarie Spota
live in Duxbury, MA, her whole life because she likes the name of the town.
Jessica Vaughan
be thought of as a bitch... Loretta Markevics
think that she's not a bitch when she really is one... Loretta Markevics
stink up the bathroom for days... Loretta Markevics
get in a fistfight on her 21st birthday... Loretta Markevics
think that horticulture is the "culture of the horties"... Lisa Kordorsky
be a Journey groupie for the rest of her life... Lisa Kordorsky
move or clean anything you put down... Lisa Kordorsky
have Samuel institutionalized because he can't ahndle her not hooking up
anymore... Lisa Kordorsky
be the first Polish CEO of VCS, I mean CVS... Lisa Kordorsky
never take advantage of her having a single... Lisa Kordorsky
start a rumor that Jerry Garcia is alive... Kate McAllister
burp the alphabet... Kate McAllister
work in bannow for the rest of her life... Kate McAllister
own a Dunkin Donuts... Kate McAllister
save twenty dollars in coupons at the grocery store... Kate McAllister
recieve a package from home every week... Kate McAllister
videotape her own wedding... Jamie Pucci
market her own Jello shots... Jamie Pucci
scream out "Oh Pascal!" while hooking up... Jamie Pucci
own decorations for every holiday... Jamie Pucci
get kicked out of school... Sean Sullivan
actually have fun while getting kicked out of school... Sean Sullivan
win the parking battle... Townhouse 146
find the real Holy Grail for 50 cents at a tag sale... Melanie Whitton
procrastinate... Townhouse 146
take a vow of silence... Cassy Starr
enjoy watching the operation... April George & Carrie Smith
start his own X-rated video store... Matt Apuzzo

OPPORTUNITY

Discmlr
Ihis is the opportunity of a life time to travel
and make money. Qualify as a Daewoo Campus
Advisor and get a FREE trip* to Korea. Then
you' 11 be at the center of a unique marketing
program that will launch Daewoo into the U.S
market during 1998.**
From the moment you arrive in Seoul, Korea
this summer your days will be crammed full of
exciting, new experiences. You'll see Daewoo products, visit Daewoo production facilities and enjoy
Korean culture. The "Discover Daewoo" program
is an experience you'll never forget.

Then when you return to
college as a Daewoo Campus
Advisor*** you'll have the oppor- ^H^JJk
tunity to earn money and purchase
a new Daewoo car at a substantial discount.
Help build a new car company by helping us
market Daewoo cars during your spare time.
• Complete details will be provided at a later date.
** Rules of this program may vary to comply with
"* Subject to eligibility and qualifications.

y DAEWOO

^m" Motor America
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not "get oover it"... Jacob Byrnes
fold Andrew Cunannan's clothes... Jacob Byrnes
seduce the DJ... Liz Maloney
rub Buddha's Buddha... Liz Maloney
call his boys associates... Matt Keating
be f***ing wierd... Matt Keating
win Jeopardy but not pass English 101... Matt Keating
pick up his sixteen year old students... Mike Zajak
have lots and lots of money... Rick Thomson
be a Kevin Bacon stunt double... George Hemmer
strip for money, but only get a dollar... Karen Kenney
own a shoe store... Katie Capuzzi
win Mr. Fitness USA... Mark Bogden
become part of the couch at the Red Barn... Brian Murphy
have couch sores on his ass... Brian Murphy
walk home from a hook-up without shoes... Megan Briley
eat a spiked brownie... Megan Briley
call your mom drunk and ask for a cab to Eli's... Megan Briley
lose someone elses strapless bra... Megan Briley
use a band-aid bra... Karen Salcedo
steal your earrings during a hook-up... Brian Hamil
be infested by rats and ants... The Rimala
think she owns Fairfield Beach... Lauren Hart
be diagnosed with split-personality disorder... Paul Geary
win on jeopardy... Kerry Capone
get drunk off of Vodka and powdered Kool-Aid... Melissa Roselli, Julie
Christides...
star in a porno in the Key Western bathroom... Tom Franco
strip on the first path... Jim Holland
move to Kentucky... Greg Jurkewicz and Keith Macksoud
puke in the heater... Brian Asparro
be fat forever... Eric Efstathiou
be beat up by a woman... Reino DeCastro
marry Dave Matthews... John Gatchalian
pick his nose on the job... Sanjay Chadda
never have his car stolen... John Garvey
get lost anywhere... Dave Briones
be the only Korean with a NY accent... Gene Jang
hook up with Leddy... Shangrila
have crickets and skunks... Big Pole
never own anything of value... Tom Franco
live with complete strangers... Rick Thomson
own shares of Miller Lite... Mike Condelli
kill Brian Murphy... Mike Feeney
bark at his wedding... Kevin Pluff
bail Tom Franco out of jail 3621 times... Scott Hepner
marry Dave Briones... Troy Beaudoin
shave his back... Mark Salerno
have the best handshake... Ian Lui and Keith Macksoud
never run out of gel... Bob Pascarella
make fun of Keith Macksud the most... Brendan Burke
know everything... Dave Marcinowski
work at Gap Kids forever... Jeff Puckett
drink Schaefer 4()'s... Nick Valente
elope... Brian Asparro
shoot the mayor... Tom Franco
never have his wardrobe stolen... Matt Keating
be the worst floor hockey goalie... Brian Murphy
trash the pool... Sean Kingston
eat roast beef... Craig Lennon
get roasted... Brian Barry
fall asleep... Pat Carney
think he has got a good body... Troy Beaudoin
come alive after five... Rick Thomson and Keith Macksoud
move to Cranford and lift for the rest of his life... Matt Brady
stare... Steve Takla
make a million bucks before she's thirty... Jenn Derouin
get a $339 speeding ticket while driving the bartender's BMW... Nadia Papalia
give "house tours"... Danielle Curiale
have guys waiting on line to hook up with her... Danielle Curiale
say what she really thinks no matter what... Heidi Hafner
need twenty-sixx hours of sleep... Bernadette Falaro
cook for everyone during our reunion... Nadia Papalia
have random guys buy her drinks... Heidi Hafner
quit their jobs to become Neil Diamond groupies... Becki Riedel and Maura
Parsoons
drive all over creation in order to ask her friends, "Does this outfit look
okay...Nadia Papalia
move to an orange grove... Martha Palazij
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Most Likely to
fill us in with the latest gossip ten years from now... Christine Hamel
have a party that could be the basis for an aftershchool special... TH 51
kick off the new year right...Lisa Moriarty
quit law school to become a professional ice skating analyst... Martha Palazij
find a job as a professional matchmaker-call her "yenta"... Bernadette Falaro
be party planners... Nadia Papalia and Bernadette Falaro
become a professional hit and run driver... Becki Riedel
get the most of her medical benefits... Maura Parsons
organize and star in her own fashion shows... Nadia Papalia
be the victim of a bad meat attack... Becki Riedel
pass the time away watching Lifetime original movies... Lisa Moriarty
drive a BMW in five years-man included... Nadia Papalia
have a party that brings in the fire department... TH 58
drive a Ford or Mazaradi in five years... Beckki Riedel
talk with Kurt Kobain... Becki Riedel
be diagnosed with multiple personalities... Nadia Papalia
be a stunt double for Mary Catherine Gallagher... Martha Palazij
talk hours on end in a public bathroom... Lisa Moriarty and Christine Hamel
provide inspirational church music on the wee huors of the morning... Lisa
Moriarty
play in the NBA.. Mark Salerno
remain mute for life... Greg Jurkowitz
"need" a girlfriend... Ed Galvin
be whipped... Mike Feeney and Brian Asparro
marry spring break hook-ups... Brian Murphy and Sean Kingston
get married... Kerry Capone and Pat Carney
be recognized by their laugh... Dave Bridges
be long lost brothers... Greg Jurkewitz and Mike Feeney
hook-up with your girlfriend... Ed Galvin
get a girl then lose her... Keith Macksoud
fill a quota... Crow's Nest-Bunny-Laughing Cow
be in the Class of 1999... Matt Keating
eat McDonald's... Craig Lennon
get married in Scotland... Ryan Connolly
go food shopping with the girlfriend... Brian Barry
have dad ccoach UTAH baskketball... Craig Lennon
think all girls love them... Dennis Ryan and Matt Brady
get cut from sports teams... Mike Feeney
make her way down the path... Valerie DeMartino
be a gigolo... Tom Franco
be found dancing on a chair... Mary Pollock
come home at sunrise... Jen Deak
become a cage dancer... Valerie De Martino
share your blow-pop... Megan Vance
be the author of a REAL book... Kelly Moran
own a panda Zoo... Kristen Geschine
be found in the sound... Tanya Tedeshi
fail driver's ed... The Vatican
have a karaoke party... The Light House
have a keg any night of the week... The Bunny
still listen to Milli Vanilli... The Light House
"head" town relations... Rebecca Donahue
be a ski instructor... Scott Hepner
work for the UN... John Gatchalian
never lose the nickname "Cheese"... Keith Macksoud
marry a guide.. Gina-Marie Tullo
be on crutches... Theda Doane
get whiplash while dancing... Jen Bailey
pass out anywhere and anywhere... Tina Cerbone
find her husband on a blind date... Mary Pollock
vacation in Haiti... Kristin Geschine
be known as "the bitch in the flowered dress"... Kerry Barrett
catch a deer with his bare hands... Frank Svoboda
get in trouble with his "beer muscles"... Rob Marchetti
be the Dr. Carter body double on ER... Rob Parmach
cry at graduation... Jen Regan and Erin Ryan
be mistaken for a lego man while on his Harley... Rob Carlson
found dancing on a kitchen table... Jen Regan, Erin Ryan, Blake Lavin, and
Katie Heller
found crazing a DQ blizzard... Jen Regan
babysit for all of Fairfield county... Erin Ryan
challenge Mario Andretti to a race... Erin Ryan
try and be "Rules" girls... Jen Regan and Erin Ryan
be the best roommate ever... Kelly Moran
say "listen pal"... Jennifer Bailey
be the ever-lasting FU students... Carolyn Voehl and Tanya Tedeschi
demand her spoons back... Jenn Bailey
hate being shushed... Jaime Espinosa
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be the best nurses... Mary Pollck and Megan Vance
marry a doctor... Mary Pollock
marry first... Jenn Bailey
marry one of her patients... Megan Vance
be the best dressed nurses... Jaquie Curtiss and Jenn Crievello
pumba anywhere... The High Tide
listen all night long... Jenn Deak
marry a chef-hopefully... Jenn Deak
fall on the floor hysterically laughing at the Levee... Jennifer Regan
become Levee groupies... Erin Ryan and Jen Regan
be blaring R-E-S-P-E-C-T in Loretta the Jetta... Erin Ryan
be pulled over by GG Osborne in NC... Erin Ryan
suggest going to Foxwoods at an obscene hour of the night... Chris Cipriano
live in a convent... Erin Ryan, Jen Regan, and Katie Heller
get sickk on nurse's night oout... Erin Ryan
be hooking up with Navy men... Jen Regan and Erin Ryan
demand you cry when you get pulled over... Blake Lavin
spill something red on herself... Katie Heller
sleep with a stuffed lamb... Rob Marchetti
experience the "magic moan"... NAME Kentucky Group 1997
think he is cool... Keith Macksoud
live in the Burroughs... Mike Laferlita
be caught PDAing... Brian Asparo, Katie Osmanski
Scold in Skivvies... Katie Turner
visit the Big Pole at 9 PM... Tommy Franco
have a great party.in 1997...TH102
call each other... Liz Dunn, Dave Briones
dance on a table... Mary Pollock
be in cahoots with one another... Ryan "Frick" Baikal, and Derek
"Frack" Zoretic
take the least amount of notes in Vuc Newt's class... Derek "USA
Today Crossword" Zoretic, and Paul "Walk in 20 minutes late to
class" Alexander
consider himself lucky that he is himself... Derek "I owe everything to myself Zoretic
hit the "Short Porch"... Ryan "the Big Unit" Baikal
wear leather masks... Ryan Baikal
buy the Loudhouse kegs after every wiffleball game... the Tool
Box
dress up as Zoiro for Halloween... Derek Zoretic
look for kegs in the computer lab... Pier 7
spend our rent money on his girlfriend... Mike Nagy
snore himself to death... Ryan Baikal
find racing stripes in his bed... Ryan Baikal
talk on the phone, email and fax the "Freshmen" all at the same
time... Chris "Booogggiiieee" Cusson
be called the cookie monster... Mike Nagy
marry himself... Derek Zoretic
not have any responsibility... Ryan Baikal
benefit from the Loudhouse's rent money... Laurie Knoke
laugh at anything... Ryan Baikal
drink the grape dry... Pier 7
be friendly with her digits... Tina Guntek
get waited on hand and foot... Princess Betsy Vallone
have an office in the basement... Derek Zoretic
become the youngest partnerat E&Y... Mike Nagy
be a constant source of laughter... Matt Burgey
have the coolest last name... Mike Swackhammer
have the coolest hair... Tim Lodge
become the one and only Savatage fan... Ryan."Poor Taste" Baikal
have his car run over by the 4-Runner and the Jeep... Derek
Zoretic
park in a handicap spot... Derek Zoretic
start a fight in the bathroom at 8-Traxx at Pleasure Island with a
karate dude... Ryan "Kung-Fu" Baikal
pour salt in the wound... Mike Nagy
lose every FIFA game to the Italian National team... Derek Zoretic
to never get over his case of Mono... Ryan "65%" Baikal
curse out Feeney's mother... Ryan "open mouth, insert foot"
Baikal
be referred to as Big Poppa... Ryan "Irish Stallion" Feeney
go see a movie and talk about anything at any time... Ryan Feeney
give relationship advice concerning the "fine females"
put anyone's concerns and dilemmas first, before his own... Ryan
Baikal
listen to all of my problems.... Mike Nagy
show what friendships are made of.... Chris Cusson
bring an umbrella when it is cloudy outside... Brendan Delaney
play gonzo on the Muppet Babies... Sanjay Chadda
get a six pack and a big slam... Scott Alberi
ski the Alps... Kevin Vas
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stare at another woman while on the alter of his own wedding.... Steve Takla
have Chebacca as his first son... Brendan Delaney
wear a DKNY suit to Clam Jam... Kevin Vas
play in the mud... Rick Feltre
marry Jamie Pucci... Chris Cappens
divorce Jamie Pucci and marry AnnMarie Spota... Chris Cappens
chew Big Red for the rest nof his life... Scott Alberi
stick his face in the toilet... Sanjay Chadda
be a stripper... Rob Gallagher
be a used car salesman... Brad Smith
be wanna-be swingers... Scott Alberi & Sanjay Chadda
hook up with a girl for a bed... Steve Takla & Eric Efstathiou
marry a girl for her cooking ability... Eric Efstathiou
play Madonna... Tiffany Rieda
be caught eavesdropping... Tiffany Rieda
think that eye-contact means looking at someone's chest... Steve Takla
become a cattle herder... George Hemmer
have a turtle neck on every Monday morning... Dan Padernacht
sleep with a teacher for an A+... Dan Padernacht
run for the border... Chris Coppens, Sanjay Chadda
tell a girl his bed is a single for a reason... Dan Padernacht
order a tossed salad at a restaurant... Eric Efstathiau
marry Sika... Steve Takla
go back to Key West... Steve Takla
drop a bar of soap in fron of the mirror... Steve Takla
say "you didn't hear it from me, but..." Chris Coppens
suffer from AMS, 1 mean PMS... Chris Coppens
pee anywhere EXCEPT a bathroom... John Pucci
be CEO of Hellmans Mayonnaise... Nancy McGrath
miss a birthday party... Carolyn Voehl
lose his hand in his pants... Rob Gallagher
start a professional Beirut league... The Tool Box
never make it 4 AM.. Kerry Cappone and Meg Briley
sell encyclopedias... Victor Gonzales
be a cross between Bob Villa and Mike Tyson... Jeff Puckett
get racing stripes on his car to match his pants... Matt Keating
get rubber sheets for her boyfriends... Stephanie Brambilla
asked back to the cast of 90210... Matt Brady
be an MC for a wet T-shirt contest... Mark Bogden
be arrested for animal cruelty... Mike Laffalito
sing backup for Busta Rhymes New CD... Red Barn
become a dancer on soul train... Bob Pascarella
be married to a model and never see her naked... Keith Macksoud
be editors of Enquirer Magazine... Brian Murphy and Sean Kingston
be able to name all the undergrads at FU by first and last name... Dave
Marcinowski
Abandon his part time job giggolo in order to pursue it full-time after
graduation... Tom Franco
be president of the Queen Latifa fan club... Reino Decastro
enjoy pig-vomit... Keith Macksoud
work for the cable company... Dave Briones
have a pictorial in a breast implant brochure... Guy's Duplex
skip senior week in order to go on their honeymoon... Brian Asparro and
Katie Umansky
get takeout from 4 different restaurants... Pier 7
get mistaken for Amsterdam... The Red Barn
be committed to a mental instution... Liz Dunne
become a shot-girl... Diane Wozniak
become the new mayor... Troy Beaudoin
use his accounting profession as a coverup of illegal activity... Ian Liu
be serving 5 to 10 years... The Bunny
become his father... Kevin Pluff
spend spring break catching up on his reading... Scott Albeiri
be a spokesman for skin cancer... Chris Herbst
get weekly body waxes... Sonjay Chada
own his own pizzeria... Steve Takla
petition the NCAA for one more year of eligibility in order to play
basketball... Mike Candelli
live off the fame of his father.. Brian Murphy
njoy box-lunch at the Y... Bob Pascarella
"Loose her keys" frequently... Amy Balusek
never buy a black car again... Kevin Pluff
say something obnoxious... Nick Vallante
Have seen every movie on cable... Troy Beavooin
work at lens crafters so he can play with glasses all day... Sean Kingston
Go to the Grape at 2PM to play Pacman by himself... Rick Thomson
give his ex-girlfriend's clothes to his new girlfriend... Pete Rider
re-open Dolphin's Cove... Dan Padernacht
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See you at the five year
reunion!

